The World by Gary Bate
What I am going to say now, sounds very simple, but I'm not sure people have thought of it and I
guess that's because people don't think like me!
What this World is about and the prevailing consciousness here are the same thing. This World is
all about IMAGE and people are motivated by IMAGE. The prevailing consciousness here is
obviously IMAGE consciousness.
There's nothing wrong with that; it's why we came here – to experience it. It's an orderly sense of
experience, for all of us who adorn garments (bodies). We are concerned by how we look, the
image(s) we portray to others and what other people think about us. This is insecurity!
So what is Human consciousness and what is termed the lower self? It's IMAGE consciousness...
The form of your Spirit is so fine that I suppose it could be regarded as an essence. It certainly isn't
gross like your physical body. Spirit thus is imageless. Being your higher self and being Spiritual is
thus you being imageless.
Imagine being unconcerned by how you look. Imagine being unconcerned by the images you
portray to this World. Imagine being completely unconcerned by the opinions of others. That's you
as your Spirit.
What goes hand in hand with image(s)? Emotions. This World has been designed to evoke emotions
in you. What is ascension? Ownership. It's when you own your life and become imageless...
I don't care if people think I'm a village idiot. I've done my job – I've detailed natural evolution for
everyone. That's all I can do. I can't make people drink and I wouldn't want to try to. If people want
to consciously or unconsciously follow the WEF into their artificial future, that's up to them.
The question for you is – at what point do you let go? At what point do you stop being image
conscious? At what point do you stop being a servant to your body? At what point does looking in
the mirror become unimportant to you? At what point does the content of your next meal become
irrelevant? At what point do you retire the need to orgasm? It's all motivated by image and emotion.
I try to keep my writings as simple as I can, so anyone can understand. The irony is – we live our
lives for images and our bodies, but it's this consciousness that drains us until our bodies can't take
any more.
The ressurrection of your body and even its ascension is inline with you becoming imageless. Now
please don't try and tell me that that's not a choice.
FB, Instagram, Twitter, Metaverse, Marketing emails, Dating sites etc. are all image-conscious traps
and you now have the choice to remain in your lower self or step into your higher self...
What happens when you start the Spiritual journey of becoming your imageless Spirit? All of the
energy you've expended on being an image-conscious 'somebody' starts to come home and it comes
back to you through your dreams (crazy dreams). Your Spiritual journey is congruent with bringing
all of your energy home (back to you). It takes time and you must be patient.
As I've said before – a master looks like you because you are the master yet to awaken ~ Gary Bate.
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